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ABSTRACT: The great outpouring of new religious and spiritual
movements in the United States after 1965 led to the formation of
thousands of spiritual intentional communities. Those communities
were based in all the world’s major religions, as well as in new
expressions of religion articulated by a rising generation of independent
spiritual teachers. Many communities gathered around charismatic
leaders, and quite a few of them continued after the leader died or
stepped down. Over time those communities that survived evolved in
form and outlook; in some cases once-authoritative leaders were
deposed, and in others the death or departure of a leader led to changes
in the group. External social pressure in several cases influenced various
groups’ developmental trajectories. This paper examines the histories of
several religious communal groups, focusing on ones that have survived
and exploring the modifications they have undertaken as their members
have matured.

Of the plethora of new religions that emerged in the United
States after 1965, many are defunct, or essentially defunct; some
survive, but in heavily modified form; and a few survive without

massive changes. In this article I will describe, rather anecdotally, the
evolution of several American new religions, some of them fairly well
known, some of them less so, and in keeping with the theme of this issue
of Nova Religio, I am confining this discussion to the subset of new reli-
gions that practice communal living. As a part of my overall examination
of change over time, I will include some that continue to exist commu-
nally, some whose communal patterns have undergone major changes,
and some that have given up communal living entirely, or nearly so.
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I am reduced to anecdote rather than comprehensive consideration
of all groups because the full dimensions of the American communal
world are utterly unknown. I was intrigued when, in 1998, Foster
Stockwell published what he presented as a definitive survey of
American communes founded between 1663 and 1963, counting exactly
516 of them.1 Although his survey is far more comprehensive than any-
thing that preceded it,2 in fact he has identified only a fraction of the
groups in existence during his time frame. We know the full number of
American communal groups in American history, or even just in recent
American history, no more than we know the full number of new reli-
gions in world history. With such limited data, I think generalizations are
hazardous, and I therefore am resorting to anecdote. I do think we can
safely generalize, however, that communal groups, and NRMs more
broadly, do evolve. Nothing human is static, and groups change just as
individuals do.

I began thinking about this topic several years ago when I was invited
to go to Israel to talk about the ways in which American communes had
changed over time. The context was what Israelis call the “kibbutz cri-
sis.” In the century since the first kibbutz, Degania, was founded, the
kibbutzim as a group have grown and prospered, but since then they
have encountered problems. When the early kibbutzim were founded
they were an immensely useful device for promoting Jewish settlement
of Palestine. The early settlers were young, idealistic, and poor, and
they were moving into an environment that was alien and, often, rather
hostile to them. Group settlements were better suited to the conditions
of the time and place than individual settlements would have been.
However, after the state of Israel was founded in the mid-twentieth cen-
tury, the need to establish beachheads in unfamiliar territory diminished,

Photo 1. Degania, Israel’s First Kibbutz
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and new generations of young Israelis did not necessarily have the pio-
neering optimism, energy for their high cause, and willingness to tol-
erate harsh conditions that the founders did.

The old guard of the kibbutzim are understandably worried about
the future of their movement. New members are too few, and young
people tend to grow up and leave the kibbutz, especially when the young
members find themselves supporting and caring for growing numbers
of aging ones. The situation is rather like that of the Catholic commu-
nities, or religious orders.

My topic here is not the kibbutz crisis, but the inevitability of evolu-
tion and change in communal groups of all kinds. And so I will exam-
ine a few selected religious communal movements founded after 1965
and their changes over a generation and more. I plan to see if there are
any lessons to be drawn from those changes. The groups under consid-
eration do have certain similarities and differences that I will outline
later in this paper, and each tends to model one of three broad histori-
cal patterns: continuation with little change from the forms and ideals
and patterns a community established in its founding years; continua-
tion with substantial modifications (such as changes in economic struc-
ture or patterns of residence); and dissolution or near-dissolution of the
communal structure even if, as sometimes happens, members of the for-
mer community continue to live as neighbors at the original communal
site. But even within these three broad patterns there is a good deal of
diversity among the movements in question. One of my goals here is to
illustrate the difficulty of making accurate generalizations about such a
diverse group of phenomena as communal religious movements, much
less alternative religions more inclusively.

My subject communities have been chosen for several interrelated
reasons. One is simply the variety of their historical trajectories, that is,
the divergent paths that they have taken over time. Another is that they
embody some of the great variety in grounding that communal new reli-
gious movements have displayed in the United States: here we have
communities with roots in American Christianity, in three different reli-
gious traditions from Asia; and, with “none of the above,” two commu-
nities that had charismatic founders/leaders who fashioned their own
rather eclectic messages that were not strongly based in any major world
religious tradition. A third reason is that most of these communities are
not as familiar to scholars as are much-studied movements such as the
Family Federation for World Peace and Unification (formerly the
Unification Church), the Family International (formerly the Children
of God), and the International Society for Krishna Consciousness. I
want to expand the academic playing field, because the world of
American religious communities is much larger and more diverse than
is generally appreciated. A fourth reason for the choices I have made is
that I have good research resources on these communities: published
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scholarly work, in some cases (including, sometimes, the work of in-
house scholars; these groups tend to have well-educated memberships),
and in most of the cases, my own archival oral histories gathered by my
research colleague Deborah Altus, many of my students, and myself
over nearly three decades.

I will tell the stories of my six subject groups individually, and will pro-
vide, in endnotes, references to a few basic primary and secondary
sources on each of them.

SOME CASE HISTORIES

Twelve Tribes

I begin by examining the Messianic Communities, or Twelve Tribes,
a federated group of communities that has remained largely on track
with its original purpose and whose most notable change over nearly
four decades is simply growth in both membership and number of local
communities. The Messianic Communities had their origin in a coffee-
house that opened in Chattanooga, Tennessee, in 1972. Elbert and
Marsha Spriggs in many ways exemplified the essence of the Jesus
Movement: they were idealistic, they were energetic, and their social and
theological outlook was conservative. In the classic style of the day, new
converts who came through the coffeehouse ended up living in the
Spriggs home. So many came that new premises were soon required,
and before long the nascent movement had five communal homes and
a business, which expanded from the coffeehouse into a health food
restaurant. Like many communes of the era, the young Christian col-
lective soon faced conflict with its neighbors, especially, given its location
in the American South, over its practice of racial integration in its
houses. Rather than endure protracted controversies, the community
members moved as a group to Island Pond, a town of just over a thou-
sand in the isolated far northern reaches of Vermont. From that base
they expanded to other places. The Twelve Tribes website recently listed
twenty-six communities in the United States, most of them in rural loca-
tions, five in Canada, and thirteen abroad in Argentina, Australia, Brazil,
England, France, Germany, and Spain.

The Twelve Tribes communities adhere to the biblical injunction to
“depart from their midst, and set yourselves apart from them.”3 Beyond
living in fairly isolated locations, they operate their own businesses
(restaurants, natural products stores, woodworking shops), home-
school their children, and practice a distinctive Judaizing form of
Christianity, observing the Friday/Saturday Sabbath and using Hebraic
terminology (Jesus is Yahshua, for example, and members get new
Hebrew names). Most who are accustomed to the comfort-laden
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lifestyle of industrialized countries would find their life austere.
Members live in close quarters, with limited personal space, and eat and
work and worship together. Marriage is strongly emphasized, and wives
are to be submissive to their husbands. Children are strictly disciplined.
The Twelve Tribes have not escaped controversy. In 1984 their com-
munity in Island Pond was raided by local authorities and 112 com-
munity children were taken from their homes pursuant to a charge of
child abuse filed by a disaffected former member. The children were
quickly returned when the state could produce no evidence of abuse,
but other similar controversies centering on the children have
occurred in other Twelve Tribes communities.4 In the end, the move-
ment seems to have been legally vindicated in these cases.

The story here is not one of a community that suffered an early
death, or succumbed to internal squabbles, or was dismembered by
external opposition, or “matured” into a less controversial movement
than it had been in its earlier days. At this point in the history of the
Twelve Tribes, the movement seems to be pretty much what it set out to
be. Change may be inevitable, but one of the few notable changes in the
Twelve Tribes is unusually strong growth.5
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Photo 2. Basin
Farm, One of 
the Messianic
Communities/
Twelve Tribes

Photo 3. Stephen
Gaskin Preaching in
the Early Days of
the Farm, Tennessee
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The Farm

Another enduring community with distinctively religious founda-
tions is the Farm of Summertown, Tennessee. Its development has been
quite different than that of the Twelve Tribes, however. Although many
Farm members undoubtedly still see the spiritual quest as central to
their lives, the specific and distinctive spiritual path of the community’s
early days is essentially nonexistent.

The Farm had its origins in the heyday of the counterculture in San
Francisco. Stephen Gaskin, an assistant professor of English and creative
writing at San Francisco State College in the late 1960s, became so pop-
ular that he outgrew his campus appointment and began hosting larger
and larger groups of fellow seekers in locations around the city. By 1969
his Monday Night Class, as it became known, was attracting thousands
every week to a large auditorium; the session began with group medita-
tion, and then went on for hours as Stephen (as he was always called)
provided discourses and led discussions that covered virtually the whole
spectrum of the world’s spiritual and esoteric traditions, from astral
projection to Zen.6 As Stephen himself frequently observed, there was
really nothing new in his teachings, but he put together a vast array of
teachings in a remarkably original way. Among other things, he taught
that one had a profound obligation to put the best of the world’s ethi-
cal teachings at the center of one’s life. Those joining him in the spiritual
quest were to be honest in all their dealings, to follow the Golden Rule,
and to accept the Hindu/Buddhist law of karma, which teaches that we
reap what we sow in the daily actions of our lives. One of the most dis-
tinctive parts of Stephen’s teaching, and one thoroughly in tune with the
ethos of the 1960s era, was an acceptance, and even advocacy, of the use

Photo 4 (left). Alternative Structures: A Cob Building at the Farm, Tennessee

Photo 5 (right). The Farm (Tennessee) celebrates its 35th anniversary with a new logo
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of psychedelics, entheogens, and other substances that could enhance
the spiritual quest. Stephen’s classic statement of position was “We
believe that if a vegetable and an animal want to get together and can
be heavier than either one of them alone, it shouldn’t be anybody else’s
business.”7

Word of Stephen’s work soon spread beyond San Francisco, and he
began to receive invitations to speak on college campuses and else-
where. In 1970 he announced that he would soon be going on a speak-
ing tour, and many of the devout Monday Night Class members quickly
decided that they wanted to go along. The speaking tour became a
lengthy caravan of old school buses and other vehicles that traversed
thousands of miles.8 Eventually the travelers decided that they wanted
to settle together and start a permanent spiritual community. In 1971
they ended up on a tract of rural land in south-central Tennessee, and
there began to build the Farm.

Farm members, all of whom accepted Stephen as their spiritual
teacher as a condition of membership, sought to be self-sufficient in all
things. They labored mightily to raise the ingredients of their vegan diet
and along the way developed such new comestibles as soy-based ice
cream. They delivered their own babies and developed a world-class
crew of midwives whose services were available at no charge to any
woman who arrived at the Farm. They constructed housing (including
many remodeled school buses) for a membership that eventually
reached about 1,500, and built their own telephone system that they
called Beatnik Bell. They sought to help the less fortunate both in their
neighborhood and abroad through a charity called Plenty, with projects
ranging from earthquake relief in Guatemala to a free ambulance serv-
ice in the Bronx, New York. With the main Farm bursting at the seams,
they opened satellite Farm communities in such far-flung locations as
Missouri, Wisconsin, and Florida. Through it all the spiritual center of
the community remained strong, with group meditation and Sunday
morning services featuring Stephen’s discourses.9

It all worked fairly well for about a decade, but eventually the Farm’s
communal economy failed to meet the community’s needs and rising
expectations. In 1983 the members voted to privatize the economy; res-
idents would have to pay dues to live in the community, and therefore
would need jobs, either on or off the Farm. Many hundreds left.

Others stayed, however, and over the next few years the Farm
achieved a new stability. Gaskin was demoted from his position of spiri-
tual and temporal leader, essentially because the Farm needed more
effective financial management, but he soon accepted that collective
decision and has remained at the Farm as a regular member ever since.
Today the considerably smaller community of about 200 members, gov-
erned by committees rather than by one charismatic leader, remains a
center of innovation and progressive thought. On one corner of the
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Farm the Ecovillage Training Center, headed by longtime Farm member
Albert Bates, is helping a whole generation of young idealists learn skills
for sustainable living, from construction to farming to waste disposal.10

An early commitment to oppose nuclear power has led to a cottage
industry that produces sophisticated radiation detectors. The Mail
Order Catalog at the Farm ships vegan foods and books on natural liv-
ing worldwide. Stephen has acquired a tract of land adjacent to the
Farm where he is overseeing the development of Rocinante, a hippie
retirement commune.11 The Farm is not what it was in its first decade,
but it continues as a community and the core spiritual vision it embod-
ied may be said to continue, even without the direct leadership of its
charismatic spiritual teacher.12

Divine Light Mission

Stephen Gaskin is, of course, not the only communal religious leader
to have lost his or her dominant position in a communal new religious
movement. A rather different version of a departure of a leader
occurred in the Divine Light Mission (DLM), one of the largest of the
1960s-era communal movements imported from Asia. Once again a
strong charismatic leader was behind the rise in the American move-
ment, in this case an Indian teenager known as Guru Maharaj Ji. His
father had been influenced by the Sant Mat tradition in the 1920s, and
by the 1940s had a substantial Indian following. The father, known as
Shri Hans Ji Maharaj, was considered a perfect master by his followers,
and following his death in 1966 his son, then only eight years old,
assumed his role and took over the leadership of the organization. He
first visited the United States in 1971, at the age of thirteen, and by the
following year had a considerable Western following.

The movement quickly developed a considerable communal com-
ponent as the dedicated members moved into dozens of ashrams and
other group homes in American cities and college towns. Members
pooled their resources and possessions in the service of the beloved
Maharaj Ji. Such was their devotion to their perfect master that they
went to great lengths to travel the country, and even the world, to be in
his presence at his public appearances.

The high-flying early success of the movement was short-lived, how-
ever. A large rally called “Millennium 1973” turned out to be a major
flop. 1974 was a fateful year; the guru, supposedly celibate until then
and still only sixteen years old, suddenly married his secretary. Many of
the members who had been living in celibate ashrams were dismayed,
or at least confused, by the master’s sudden change of course, and
Maharaj Ji’s own family severed the large Indian branch of the move-
ment from his control. Nevertheless, the DLM persevered with a some-
what reduced membership until Maharaj Ji decided to bring the
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organization itself to an end. In the early 1980s he directed that the
ashrams be closed and the communal businesses dissolved. No longer
claiming to be a perfect master, he simplified his official name to
Maharaji (and later changed it to Prem Rawat) and undertook the life
of a public speaker. Many of his former followers continued to attend his
talks, and in many places they continued to gather locally for medita-
tion. The movement, renamed Elan Vital, became a shadow of its for-
mer self, however.

The case of Maharaj Ji and the Divine Light Mission is an unusual one
in the history of charismatic leadership. The authority of the guru, at least
among his American followers, was unquestioned, and although many fol-
lowers were disillusioned by his marriage, no one made any attempt to
remove him from his position or even to reduce his authority. It was
Maharaj Ji himself who decided to leave the role of spiritual master,
becoming instead a lecturer and family man. Thus he continues today.13

Ananda

Another community with religious roots in an Indian religious tra-
dition has had crises and conflicts of several kinds, but has managed to
weather them all and continues in relatively stable fashion more than
forty years since its founding. What is now Ananda World Brotherhood
Village was founded in 1968 by Donald Walters, who until a few years ear-
lier had been a member of the Self-Realization Fellowship and consid-
ered himself something of a protégé of the SRF’s founder, Paramahansa
Yogananda. Walters was an SRF monk from 1948 until 1962, eventually
taking the spiritual name of Swami Kriyananda and rising to the vice-
presidency of the SRF. In that year, however, he was rather unceremoni-
ously expelled from the organization, apparently for making independent
decisions and harboring the potential for causing schism in the move-
ment.14 Walters regrouped and dedicated himself to fulfilling one task
Yogananda had embraced, the founding of “world brotherhood vil-
lages,” rural intentional communities where the committed could
develop their spiritual lives and live in a manner that would isolate them
from looming social disasters.

Ananda was founded on a part of a piece of land that Walters pur-
chased in cooperation with the beat poet Allen Ginsberg, Zen master
(and later, for a time, head of the San Francisco Zen Center) Richard
Baker, and poet Gary Snyder. With a band of followers he began to
build a spiritual village in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains.15

The Ananda pioneers pitched in heartily to give shape to the dream,
working at length to get the requisite approvals from the local zoning
and planning authorities. And then the first great crisis intervened: on
28 July 1976, a fire swept through the area and destroyed most of the
community’s buildings.16
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Although the community was devastated both financially and physi-
cally by the blaze, members somehow managed to regroup and, with
redoubled effort, were able to build a community that was larger and
more prosperous than the original one. Over time more land was pur-
chased, pushing the community’s holding to more than 800 acres, and
resident membership surpassed 200. The communal economy of
Ananda’s early days was dropped in favor of a cooperative system in
which individuals maintained separate finances. That system seems to
have served the community well.

A challenge to the community surfaced in 1990, when the Self-
Realization Fellowship sued Ananda over the latter’s publication of the
writings of Paramahansa Yogananda, the use of his image, and alleged
infringement of an SRF trademark when Ananda began to use the name
“Church of Self-Realization.” The legal struggle lasted a dozen years; in
the end, Ananda largely prevailed and was allowed to publish Yogananda’s
signature work, Autobiography of a Yogi,17 as well as to use the master’s
image and to call itself “Ananda Church of Self-Realization.”

A third crisis came in the late 1990s, when Ann-Marie Bertolucci, a
former member, accused Walters and another Ananda leader of sexual
misconduct. Although the lawsuit was settled, Ananda was forced into
bankruptcy in the process. Meanwhile, community life goes on much as
before.

Walters is no longer the official community leader, but he retains his
eminence. Over the years Ananda has expanded, and in 2009 had six
residential communities in addition to the original one: four in the
United States, one in Italy, and one in India. It also has more than one
hundred teaching centers and meditation groups around the world.

Photo 6. Ananda Village, California
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Despite years of legal and physical obstacles, Ananda has not only sur-
vived but has prospered.18

Shambhala Mountain Center

Yet another pattern has characterized the history of what is now the
Shambhala Mountain Center, a Tibetan Buddhist communal enclave
outside Red Feather Lakes, Colorado. The Center had its origins in a
group informally known as the Pygmies, adherents of a small inde-
pendent spiritual movement called Bodhisalism, which combined
magic, LSD, and Tibetan Buddhism. The Pygmies first came together in
Chicago, but by the late 1960s had moved to New Orleans, and then,
when the members decided to develop a rural commune, to Colorado,
where they established the Pygmy Farm near Boulder. 

In 1970 the newly-arrived Tibetan teacher Chögyam Trungpa visited
the Pygmy Farm, and most of the members were so taken with his teach-
ings that they joined his movement. After a time they lost the lease on
their farm, and Trungpa, whose following was increasing steadily, helped
them locate and move to a new property in the Rocky Mountain foothills
north of Boulder.
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Photo 7. The Great
Stupa at Rocky Mountain
Shambhala Center
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Initially the Rocky Mountain Dharma Center, as it was originally
known, fit the stereotype of a hippie commune quite well. The resi-
dents were spiritual seekers, but did not live in a very disciplined envi-
ronment. Eventually Trungpa, himself not the most austere of spiritual
masters (he was known for his drunken rages and his womanizing,
among other things), cracked down on his free-form followers, telling
them, in particular, to quit smoking marijuana. Just how long the tran-
sition took is not entirely clear, but eventually the commune became a
major center for Trungpa’s Shambhala movement, and eventually was
renamed the Shambhala Mountain Center. In the late 1980s, shortly
after Trungpa’s early death, Center members began work on the Great
Stupa of Dharmakaya, which the Center describes as the largest
Buddhist structure in North America. The stupa was finished in 2001
and has attracted many visitors to the Center.

Thus we have a bit of evolution in communal form here, but a kind
of evolution that might be described as maturation and deepening of
sense of purpose. Today the Shambhala Mountain Center is one of the
largest and most important Buddhist centers in the United States, and
indeed the Western world.19

Renaissance Community

One last religious community does not fit into any of the categories
of new religions as neatly as do the majority of the communities dis-
cussed so far. What through much of its life was known as the Renaissance
Community was founded by a high-school dropout, Michael Metalica,
who spent the Summer of Love (1967) in San Francisco and returned to
his Massachusetts home a spiritual seeker soon thereafter. He built a tree
house in which to live the solitary life, but he was quickly joined by oth-
ers of similar outlook. They soon expanded into a summer-camp dor-
mitory building. In the meantime, Metalica’s own spiritual search was
heavily influenced by a local trance medium, Elwood Babbitt, who fore-
saw catastrophic changes in the world’s immediate future, after which
new spiritual movements would be needed to repair the devastating
damage the earth would have experienced.

Metalica and his growing band of associates, who took the name
Brotherhood of the Spirit, bought their first real estate in 1970, pur-
chasing twenty-five acres of land in Warwick, Massachusetts. The group,
by then numbering about 150, soon purchased other land and buildings
as well, and built a large dormitory that was soon crammed with young
communards. People kept coming, and by the mid-1970s membership
reached 300. Members raised and preserved food, erected buildings,
and operated several small businesses for self-support. One major com-
munal focus was the community’s band, Spirit in Flesh, although the
band’s public reception was generally less than enthusiastic.
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The mid-1970s was a lively and turmoil-filled time for the group,
which in 1974 was renamed the Renaissance Community. Metalica
changed his name to Michael Rapunzel and was increasingly the sole
authority for all community activities and decisions. His charismatic
leadership became more and more erratic, however, as his substance-
addiction problems became ever more obvious, although the commu-
nity’s specialized businesses continued to produce enough income to
keep everyone fed and to keep Michael in drugs. Nevertheless, in the
early 1980s many of the most productive and stable members left, and
the community’s once-vital life waned. Rapunzel’s situation grew so
problematic that other community leaders finally offered him a large
amount to cash to leave permanently, which he did. He ended up in
New York state, tried to work through his addictions, and died of cancer
in 2003.

The Renaissance Community as it was during its heyday is long gone,
but as early as the 1970s some members became interested in alternative
energy and sustainable building practices. In 1976 they bought an addi-
tional tract of eighty acres of land they called the 2001 Center and soon
began to build homes, cultivate gardens, and develop innovative tech-
nological devices.20 Today the houses are in private ownership, and an
intentional community in the economic sense of the term is long gone,
although the community did keep a listing in the Directory of Intentional
Communities into the 1990s.21 Even thereafter community members con-
tinued to think of themselves as constituting a “cooperative neighbor-
hood,” with like-minded people living in close proximity and at least
sometimes working on projects of common interest.22 That neighbor-
hood is the last residential legacy of the Renaissance Community,
although the influence of the community continues to be felt in the lives
of its onetime members.23

And many more

This survey has focused on groups that have survived, with or with-
out major changes, since their origins in the 1960s era. It should be
noted that a great many have not survived; instead, the kinds of cir-
cumstances and pressures I have described above have led to the demise
of hundreds, probably thousands, of them. The Shiloh movement, for
example, was the largest of the communal networks of the Jesus
Movement. Having its roots in several rather informal communal houses
that sprang up with the support of the Calvary Chapel megachurch in
southern California in the late 1960s, the Shiloh Youth Revival Centers,
to use the movement’s formal name, developed a headquarters com-
mune near Eugene, Oregon, and ultimately had more than 175 local
communal outposts. Poor business management weakened Shiloh, how-
ever, and eventually the Internal Revenue Service seized the Oregon
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land to cover unpaid taxes. Shiloh, which once had had thousands of
members, closed in 1989.24 Its land is now occupied by a secular com-
munity called Lost Valley Educational Center that offers conferences
and workshops in sustainable living and personal growth. A rather dif-
ferent spiritual movement, the Source Family, charismatically led by an
eclectic spiritual teacher the members called Father Yod, or YaHoWha,
had a membership of about 150 and a solid financial base in a
Hollywood natural foods restaurant popular with celebrities, but came
apart when as a group the members left their restaurant, moved to
Hawaii, and struggled both economically and socially until Father Yod
died in a hang-gliding accident in 1975, in the wake of which the com-
munity disbanded.25 Some communities change and survive; some
change and eventually disappear.

HOW THINGS CHANGED, AND WHY

To wrap up this exercise in retrospection I will try to offer some gen-
eral speculations regarding communal change, maturation, develop-
ment, and deterioration. As I mentioned at the outset, however, I find
the identification of general patterns in communal history difficult, if
not impossible. As far as I can tell, there are just about as many specific
trajectories as there are communitarian groups. On the other hand, the
unique paths communal groups follow have some common elements,
and perhaps an identification of such elements will help provide some
broader insights. What did, or do, the communities just characterized
have in common? Apart from the baseline fact that they all are or were
based on religious convictions and involved communal living, one char-
acteristic stands out: a countercultural stance toward the larger society.
Communal living is a radical step for the average American to take. A
whole-hearted 24/7 commitment to an ideal that involves a rejection of
the prevailing society’s values and lifeways and, sometimes, creature
comforts, is not attractive to very many of us. Joining a commune inher-
ently entails a rejection of all kinds of American predilections. The six
communities were also all founded in bursts of idealism by members
who were mostly young adults. And another commonality is that they all
faced pressure from a skeptical outside public—something that seems
inescapable for any group, communal or not, that is perceived as outside
the cultural mainstream. Finally, they were all founded under charis-
matic leadership.

But the differences among the six communes, I would argue, out-
weigh the similarities. One important difference has to do with the
maintenance of the spiritual fervor that in each case marked the com-
munity’s founding. In some cases, the spiritual side of the experience
declined, or at least changed, over time. At the Farm, for example,
Stephen Gaskin stepped down from the role of spiritual teacher, and
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gradually members began to see themselves as spiritual searchers, but
not members of any single movement or religious organization. The
spiritual decline was even sharper at the Renaissance Community.
However, there is no evidence that any measurable decline or change
has taken place at the Twelve Tribes communities, where fervor seems
as strong as ever and not changed in its nature. If anything, the story at
the Shambhala Mountain Center has been the opposite of decline. In
its early years the members were not very strictly disciplined in their spir-
itual lives, but eventually rigor was imposed on the community, and it
has continued in a more ordered way ever since.

Similarly, the six communities have diverged sharply in their levels of
communal commitment. The Twelve Tribes communities remain highly
communal; members pool their assets, their incomes, their living spaces,
their jobs, communal domestic duties (cooking, cleaning), their child-
rearing, and just about everything else but their toothbrushes. At the
Shambhala Mountain Center the communal core of things also remains
strong. But communal life at the Farm, once as strong as that of the Twelve
Tribes, has been reduced to common ownership of the land and informal
cooperation among residents, and at the Divine Light Mission/Elan
Vital, communal living has disappeared entirely.

What causes these movements to change over time, and what forces
affect different communities in very different ways? Most broadly, we
could divide causes of change over time into two large categories, inter-
nal and external. Some of the internally-produced causes of communal
change can be such things as changes in leadership and maturation of
membership. Changes in leadership are always important, especially in
movements that have not reached advanced stages of bureaucratization
and routinization. The powerful role that a charismatic leader often
plays in a given religious or social movement has been a prime focus of
scholarly discussion at least since the time of Max Weber,26 and a change
in leadership in such a movement inevitably means the end of the
leader-follower relationship that is the essence of what we commonly call
charismatic leadership. Even when a movement’s leader might not plau-
sibly be characterized as charismatic (an able and sensitive bureaucrat
can, for example, also keep an organization vital), leadership transition
can have a powerful effect on any organization.

Another internal cause of change in a religious movement, one that
can be less obvious and dramatic than a change in leadership, is the mat-
uration of a community’s membership. A truly stable community with
multigenerational membership should be able to survive maturation
and turnover among members fairly well, but in reality a great many
communal movements are initially populated by relatively young mem-
bers whose commitment is strong enough to cause them to stay in the
movement for a long time, perhaps for life, and as they grow older their
needs and outlooks will inevitably change in ways that can affect the
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movement itself. Those who join when they are in their early twenties,
for example, will probably not at that time have children and will be able
to devote a great deal of their time and energy to the movement. Later,
however, children may have entered the scene, and, even if they have
not, the members may lose some of their youthful zeal as they move into
middle age and beyond. If maturation of members is balanced by a
continued intake of younger ones, then the net effect on the movement
of the aging of original members may be minimal. Otherwise the move-
ment may find itself changing radically over time.

Although internal situations such as changes in leadership and mat-
uration of membership can have a profound impact on communal and
other religious movements, external causes of change can be important
as well. One source of pressure on a religious movement can be a
change in the ethos of the prevailing society. A movement that had a
strong female membership in the early 1960s, for example, could hardly
have failed to have been affected by the rise of contemporary feminism
over the next decade and thereafter; as opportunities for women
expanded in the larger society, women of talent and ambition in com-
munal groups, especially the more patriarchal ones, might plausibly
have come to harbor some desire to expand their social roles. Members
of even the most insular commune are not unaffected by larger social
currents. The rise of contemporary environmentalism could similarly
have an impact on a community. As social expectations for more sus-
tainable living patterns increase, communitarians might have their prac-
tices questioned, or, on the other hand, they might be seen as models
of sustainability and attract numbers and types of new members whose
presence would cause significant change in the movement.

One other external cause of pressure on intentional communities
has been little discussed by communal historians, but may be one of the
most significant of all. I refer to zoning regulations. Zoning ordinances
are increasingly widespread in the United States and elsewhere, and
they are becoming ever more stringent. In some cases they have already
had devastating impact on communities, inhibiting their expansion, at
a minimum, and putting them out of business entirely at a maximum.

Zoning’s threat to communal living is not merely hypothetical. One
group whose demise was due in large part to zoning issues was the Israel
Family of Washington state. A community began to coalesce around
Paul Erdman, who took the spiritual name Love Israel, in the late 1960s.
Its membership eventually reached some 400, housed in residences in
the Queen Anne Hill neighborhood of Seattle. In 1983 internal conflict
split the group, and a smaller Israel Family, with around fifty members,
moved to a ranch near Arlington, north of Seattle. But local zoning and
land-use laws made it illegal for so many people to live together, and
years of conflict between the Israels and the authorities ensued. Finally
the Israel Family declared bankruptcy in the early 2000s and gave up the
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land. A core group is regrouping in northeast Washington, far from
Seattle; perhaps in that more thoroughly rural area zoning laws will be
more lenient.

The fact is that zoning nearly everywhere is anticommunitarian. In
my home county in Kansas, by no means the most stringently zoned of
localities, no more than four unrelated persons may live on a single
piece of property, no matter what its size, and no more than one house
may be built on any single parcel of land. Larger parcels of land may be
split up, of course, but in rural areas the minimum required for a house
is at least three acres, and in many cases more than that. Thus the build-
ing of several closely clustered homes, as well as large communal
dwellings, is forbidden by the zoning code. Within the city limits of my
town of Lawrence the requirements are even more restrictive. Except in
a dense neighborhood of student housing on one boundary of the uni-
versity, no more than three unrelated persons may live in any one house,
and houses may only be built on separate pieces of real estate under reg-
ulations that have the effect of keeping intentional communities out.

In such zoning environments communal living is virtually impossible.
There remain localities in the United States where zoning is lax or even
nonexistent, but in many of the most desirable parts of the country
zoning laws make it exceedingly hard to start a community today. And
external pressure applies to existing communities as well, since many of
them do not conform fully to building codes and other regulations. One
commune in the western part of the United States has some sixty mem-
bers living utterly illegally on a beautiful tract of rural land, and the
members do everything in their power to keep their profile low in the
hope that they can simply continue to live the way they have been for
more than thirty years. The widespread public fear of new religious
movements takes a particularly heavy toll on communal groups.

Neither internal nor external pressure on communal groups oper-
ates to the exclusion of the other. Indeed, both are often present. A clas-
sic case of change caused by both internal and external factors is that of
Latter Day Saints, who experienced a shift from charismatic to more
routinized leadership in their main (now Salt Lake City-based) church.
They saw an evolution in the outlook of their members, and felt con-
siderable external pressure over their practices of polygamy and, later,
overt discrimination against African Americans. Mormonism has
evolved considerably in its social presence over its 180 years of exis-
tence, and internal and external pressures have both been profound.
Although the Mormons have not been entirely communal throughout
their history, they have had many communal episodes both within and
outside the principal church, and dozens, at least, of the splinter groups
that have left the main church have adopted communal living as a
lifestyle. Major institutional changes have been considerable among
communal and noncommunal LDS groups.
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Thus it is with most communal religious movements. Communal evo-
lution has many causes and takes many diverse paths. Tens of thousands
of intentional communities have appeared in America since the begin-
ning of European settlement, many of them founded by leaders with
widely diverse communal visions and all of them populated by the end-
lessly free-spirited species homo sapiens. They have been buffeted by exter-
nal social pressure and by internal crises of economics, leadership, and
changing expectations of members. Finding overarching patterns in the
complex mosaic of communities seems destined to remain elusive.
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